December 12, 1975
Earl Raab
COWBOYS AND INDIANS - JEWISH STYLE
This is not about the Menorah in Union Square.

This is about the discussion about the Menorah in Union Square .
childhood game of Cowboys and Indians.
guys in white

hate~-

and came

You remember:

whooping~up

who were the bad guys with feathers.

And about the

the Cowboys were the good

in rub-a-dub horses to shoot the Indians ,

Unless you were an Indian, of course.

In

which case, the Indians were the good guys who whooped up to shoot the bad
Cowboys.

In grown-up world in which grim, grown-up attacks were being launched against World
Jewry , a few Jews in the Bay Area last week began to play Cowboys and Indians with
each other.

They saw only "good Jews" and "bad Jews " out there, never mind the

issues .

When some people suggested that there was a church-state problem in putting a
religious sy'mbol in Union Square, they wer.e shot from the hip as "bad Jews" who
were lacking in courage, pride, identity, faith · and general peronhood.

Maybe there were some such faint-hearts.

But there was also reason to believe

that there might be a church-state problem, which is a real problem for Jews.
Some may not remember the battle that couragious Jews have waged to implement the
principle of church-state separation .

Jews who lacked courage, pride , identity,

faith and general personhood shied away from that unpopular battle.

The battle was waged so that Jews could have first-class citizenship.

And it was

waged to maintain America ' s constitutional strength; that is to say, it was part
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of the Jewish fight against hitlerism.

As a result of the battle, American Jewish

children no longer have to read Christian prayers every morning in public schools,
as they once did; nor do American Jews have to take a Christian oath in order to
.~
~~
vote, as they once did. Those who continue to fight that battle may sometimes
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be wrong in . their interpretation~
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bad." ot "frightened" Jews they are not.

but

Now, some people said that the Menorah in Union Square gave them a good feeling
of self-affirmation in a time of stress.

They were attacked by a few as frivolous

Jews who were just trying to imitate the tinsel of Christmas.

Maybe there were some such people. But there is also a genuine problem of public
affirmations for Jews.

We are in the midst of an apparent burst of multi-ethnic

consciousness in America-- Chinese New Years as public holidays, Martin Luther
King days --and yes, those evergreen trees which are a kind of ethnic badge for
white Western Christians.

Jews feel more secure in America (in no small part as

a result of the battle waged by those concerned with church-state separation).
And young Jews want to participate in the new American style; they want to shout
out their Jewishness. They want to ·be "publicly r e cognized as Jews.

They may some-

times be mistaken in judgement, but their aspirations have to be taken seriously.

These are two genuine issues:

the need for church-state separation; and the need

for public recognition and standing as a Jewish group.
Community has now begun
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a systematic discussion of the genuine tension which exists

between these two issues.

There is no reason why Jews should be
in public.

af~~id

to discuss this, even sharply, even

But there is reason for us to discuss the issues, about "good" and

"bad" Jews, rather than descending to juvenile kinds of McCarthyism.

With what
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is happening in the United Nations, it just doesn't make sense for us to
play Cowboys and Indians with each other in Union Square.

